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Response to Email Query No. 13, Raised: Friday 13th September 2013 

 
Query Details: 
 
I have had a couple of questions posed regarding trace resides in risers/plant rooms. 
 
 

 If during a survey of a Plant Room, Riser or other plant / service related location the 
surveyor can not visually identify any obvious asbestos debris / residues, should the 
surveyor be taking scrapings / subsamples? The surveyors are obviously trying to cover 
themselves if anything is found in the future which is understandable, and therefore 
when a minor trace is identified it appears to the client that insulation debris / residues 
or AIB debris / residues are present when in fact it is difficult to qualify / quantify what 
exactly the product type is in amongst a heap of dust / dirt.  

 

 Also regarding the abatement of such minor traces of asbestos. Some are trying to find 
solutions other than the fully controlled route whereas others seem to take the view 
from text book that the material is classified as insulation / AIB debris / residues which is 
therefore not bound within the matrix of the material and thus deeming full controls to 
be required.  

 
My initial response was that: 

 Surveyors should be taking such general samples where they feel that there is a 
justifiable reason for contamination. 

 

 Regarding the second point I remember there was clarification regarding this regarding 
what constitutes an environmental clean (minor debris less than 2 hrs) and What should 
be fully enclosed and not environmental clean (abrasive method > 2hrs) 

 
Do you have any info on these or could they be put to the group? 
 
Feedback: 
 
The query was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for both northern and 
southern Norac groups. Details have been collated from those who responded. 
 
LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come 
from a different laboratory. 
 

1. I agree with your interpretation. Our surveyors are always instructed to take general 
floor / debris samples in boiler rooms. We’ve also on occasion taken these in lofts and 
had positive results back (different can of worms of course). As surveyors we should 
always seek to determine the presence of ACMs as far as reasonably accessible or 
predictable.  
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As for cleanup, again I agree with your interpretation. This is an area HSE seem to be 
cracking down on as “environmental clean” has been a bit of a catch-all grey term used 
in the past to justify all sorts of work stretching the limits of acceptable practise, along 
with the old “2 hour rule” interpretations.  

 
Something else we have recently encountered from HSE, which seems entirely counter-
productive to me, is the interpretation that licensed contractors should not carry out 
work of short duration / low intensity without notifying, as it is highly unrealistic to 
expect that their operatives will only carry out a single job with asbestos in a week. 
Surely, it makes more sense to use a LARC as they have the necessary equipment and 
expertise, but local enforcement has in no uncertain terms recently pointed out to a 
local housing consortium that you shouldn’t use a LARC for this work, or you should 
notify under licensing regulations (defeating the object). This is reinforced in the new 
L143 and personally, I think they should look at differentiating “no other asbestos work” 
from “no other SALI work” in a week in the case of LARCs. 

 
 

2. On the first point I concur that ‘swab tests’ etc should only be taken if there is grounds 
for suspected contamination.  The survey is essentially a visual art and if there is no 
visible suspect material then there is no real grounds for random additional sampling.  
Previous removals may have been entirely effective to the required 4SC with 
unquantifiable low level fibre concentrations still remaining to be detected later.  You 
could find contamination, re-clean and STILL find trace fibres in tests conducted 
subsequently. 

 
I agree that surveyors should take dust samples where they believe there is a likelihood 
of contamination 
With regard to the clean-up if the source material is or is likely to be licensable then so is 
the residue, the 2 hour rule should not be used in this instance unless the contractors 
are not going to do any other asbestos work for the period.  
The work may be completed without an enclosure provided a full risk assessment 
concludes the control limit will not be exceeded, I would suggest this is likely to be the 
case when cleaning loose floor dust with low level contamination but not when scraping 
is required to floor or walls. 

 
 
 

3. I agree with the initial response in that: 
Surveyors should be taking such general samples where they feel that there is a 
justifiable reason for contamination. 

 
And to expand on this; some of our clients actually expect it and prefer that we take 
random dust samples from the floor and scrapings from the walls; they would rather 
have a NAD result on a certificate rather than just a statement that we have found no 
ACMs. This has been the case even in plant/boiler rooms where there has been no 
evidence of ACMs having been present and removed.  
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In the past we have actually been asked to return to a boiler room to remove sections of 
fibreglass lagging to pipes that have clearly never been lagged with azzy and to take 
‘debris’ samples just to show a negative sample result so that plumbers could be 
assured that pipes were clean below lagging.   

 
Also on numerous occasions we have found that a room may appear very clean and 
you’ve had a good poke around at all the common places to find debris and nothing 
obvious jumps out but, where we know that ACMs have been present as either AIB 
ceilings or lagging to pipes of which have been removed, we would take random 
samples and you more often than not find trace amounts of azzy fibre.    

 
So all our Surveyors adopt the policy of taking such samples even when they don’t think 
there will be an issue; it’s a twofold reason of covering your backside especially where 
we know there has been removal work and also the fact that a lot of our clients expect it 
anyway regardless of the asbestos history of a room.    

 
We did have a meeting with a local authority client about not taking such samples 
because I think they were getting a bit fed up of all these school boiler rooms being 
flagged as still contaminated when they’d paid to remove asbestos and had clearance 
certs.  Initially they said if the walls were all paint sealed then leave them and don’t take 
random samples BUT they then agreed with us that it is better to know if there is an 
issue; so if best case the samples are negative then that’s further reassurance of 
cleanliness; or worst case they at least know there is a problem with contamination and 
further management actions needed.    

 
Of course on finding such positive samples, this can open a can of worms for cleaning 
options.  

 
I think every situation is different and needs to be assessed on its own merits to come 
up with a practical (and legal) solution; you would assess the fibre type, the product it 
has originated from, amount of debris present & over what surface area to be cleaned 
including surfaces of other plant within the room  

 
For walls – if they are already paint sealed of which remains intact then we can suggest 
leaving as is and managing the situation.  Or if one or two isolated ‘hot spot’ areas, 
these may just need painting again or removed by shadow vaccing/scraping off which 
could be done without a full enclosure (but with visual & reassurance air test). But of 
course if the client wants totally clean walls, it’s the full shebang enclosure and either 
wire brushing to the extreme or using some sort of blasting system (eg quill blasting) 

 
For floor – if trace amounts found in random dust samples then really its loose friable 
asbestos debris; perhaps if you could readily identify it as originating from say cement 
then you could reasonably treat it as bonded but usually we’d be talking AIB and lagging 
residues of course so full enclosure set up.  Unless it was a very small room with very 
minimal dust present (<Control Limit; <2man hrs) then perhaps a localised vac and clean 
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and reassurance visual inspection & air test is appropriate; again each situation is 
assessed on its own merits. 
 
 

4. I agree with the response given regarding sampling. Dust samples must be taken if there 
is any evidence or suspicion of asbestos to cover the surveyor/company as well as 
compiling an accurate report. 

 
I've always environmentally cleaned under fully controlled conditions in this situation 
and I would not be comfortable recommending fewer controls without evidence of a 
safe working practice. 

 
5. Our surveyors will assess the age and history of the plant room and determine if there is 

a possibility of asbestos lagging residue present.  This will entail collecting samples from 
surfaces such as walls, under plant and sumps from floors for instance if the assessment 
deems it is appropriate.  If trace amounts of lagging are found then the plant room can 
be managed accordingly by the client to ensure that those entering the area are fully 
briefed.  If the client doesn’t know about it they can’t manage it.  If a trace amount of 
residue is found it could flag up a possibility of more lurking in inaccessible areas, it 
should not be taken for granted that it is just one ‘hotspot’.  In our experience to return 
a plant room to normal functionality a clean under controlled conditions should taken 
place to remove visible debris and seal/encapsulate calorifiers, brick work etc.. and then 
the area can be managed.  Any disturbance to the fabric and or plant would require a 
further risk assessment. 
 
The risk assessment will determine the amount of debris and the method of removal.  If 
solid surfaces and plant surfaces require removal and cleaning then obviously this will 
be under full removal conditions.  On the other hand a minor amount of debris, short 
duration work could be done if a risk assessment and relevant control measures 
implemented – it’s the LARC license at the end of the day.  
 

6. The whole purpose of using a competent surveyor is that they can recognise ACMs or 
materials which they suspect to contain asbestos and at that point they would take 
samples. I think the concept of taking random dust and debris samples does little other 
than to show that perhaps the surveyor is not actually competent. Dust and debris 
samples are relevant in areas where there are obvious signs of ‘suspect’ material 
possibly as contamination e.g. snots on boiler room walls or debris in close proximity to 
areas where perhaps asbestos removal works do not appear to have been carried out 
well. If you take random samples within areas where you cannot see any evidence of 
asbestos then what happens when they come back as positive? You are then left with 
the problem of trying to work out the source of the material along with its extent and 
without this information it’s pretty difficult if not impossible to really address a suitable 
method for removal (if indeed removal is required). 
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Summary: 
 
The majority of replies indicated that random dust and debris sampling is undertaken, even 
though there may not actually be any need to do this. Sometimes this approach is a specific 
customer requirement however many seem to have adopted this approach as a way of covering 
themselves. The taking of random samples in the absence of any source of asbestos (or 
suspicion that asbestos is actually present) implies a lack of competence or confidence on the 
part of the surveyor in their ability to recognise ACMs. 
 
There are strong possibilities that if random samples are taken then one or two of them may 
return positive results however this may not actually represent any significant risk. For example 
areas where asbestos has been removed to a good standard, invariably are likely to produce 
traces of asbestos if general debris or swab tests are taken. This however does not mean that 
the previous works were sub-standard with the risk present having been shown as acceptable 
under the clearance testing regime. 
 
The fear of reprisals for missing trace amounts (assuming subsequent surveyors take dust/swab 
samples) appears to be pushing various organisations down a very dangerous path which then 
causes problems when trying to work out what actually needs to be removed and how. The 
term ‘environmental clean’ has been used even though there is no legal definition for this and 
as such no detail as to what controls are required to carry out such an environmental clean. The 
methods to be used for any required ‘clean up’ would depend on the likely rise to subsequent 
occupants and workers which realistically comes down to how much, if any asbestos fibres 
would become airborne, at what level and for how long. These are all factors which need to be 
known (or estimated) to establish whether this is notifiable and licensable and would help to 
establish the control measures required. Unfortunately to be able to get to this stage would 
involve knowing the extent of the asbestos which is not really possible with random sampling. 
 
As this item seems to have caused a number of concerns for how surveys are undertaken plus 
the on-going problems then of advising on appropriate action afterwards it was directed for 
discussion at the ALG Technical Sub-Committee. This was initially discussed at the meeting held 
in early October (2013) the outcome of which was that an ALG memo would be produced to 
provide guidance on ‘Environmental Cleans’. The Analyst Guide is also going to provide further 
guidance on random sampling (including swab tests) with recommendations that this is not an 
appropriate way forward. 
 
Further updates will be provided from the ALG Technical Sub-Committee meetings. 
 
 
 
 
Colette Willoughby 
27th October 2013 


